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Abstract: 

 

The enormous amount of household food waste in developed countries is a global environmental and climate threat. To 

reduce household food waste, various behavior change campaigns and interventions are conducted. Most conventional 

behavior change interventions designed to reduce household food waste are based on the Theory of Planned Behavior 

(TPB) and are information heavy. These have shown, however, to not be effective enough to result in a fast and sizable 

enough decrease of household food waste in developed countries, thus reducing climate and environmental impact in a 

timely and sizeable enough way. The more systemic, holistic and practically oriented Social Practice Theory (SPT) 

theoretical framework is proposed by different authors as an alternative to the conventionally used TPB theoretical 

framework to design (behavior) change interventions. SPT is thought to lead to greater and faster reduction of food 

waste at the household level and to a general change in the food supply system. Nevertheless, interventions are often 

not created according to their proposed theoretical framework and no “direct” comparison between both theoretical 

frameworks at the intervention level has been conducted.  

 

This thesis compares two case studies describing food waste reduction interventions, one with a TPB theoretical 

framework and the other with a SPT theoretical framework. The results show that when considering food waste 

reduction interventions at the household levels in developed countries the SPT might be a more effective theoretical 

framework for an intervention design compared to a TPB theoretical framework. Specifically, the SPT theoretical 

framework includes more relevant system stakeholders in the intervention creation leading to a more context specific 

design. Additionally, the emphasis of actual “doing” in an intervention based on an SPT theoretical framework creates 

a potential for more long-term change, compared to a TPB theoretical framework. However, this thesis also suggests 

that merging of the two theories should be further research and discussed, because of the potential greater effectiveness 

in actual food waste reduction.  
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Summary:  

 

The environmental and climate impact created by household food waste in developed countries is enormous. Therefore, 

it is important to find effective ways to reduce household food waste. Behavior change interventions to reduce household 

food waste are being developed and implemented all over the world. According to some researchers, these interventions 

have proven to be insufficient in tackling the household food waste problem, because of their emphasis on only changing 

the behavior of individuals. Interventions focusing on changing household practices are an alternative to the 

conventional behavior change interventions. They do not focus on the individual, but on the environmental and social 

context in which individuals live. Examples are the grocery store or cultural influenced eating conventions. This thesis 

attempts to explore the differences between the more practice-oriented intervention designs as compared to conventional 

behavior change intervention designs. For that purpose, this thesis compares two studies of actual food waste reduction 

interventions establishing the significance of the noticeable differences between a practice-oriented or a behavioral-

oriented design. It concludes that practice-oriented approach and the behavior-oriented design approach are noticeably 

different and suggests in the discussion that the practice-oriented approach might be more promising in effectively 

addressing the food waste problem at the household level. 
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1. Introduction  

 

Food waste is a globally rising security and sustainable development issue (Schanes et al., 2018). 

Worldwide 2 billion people are suffering from continuous or occasional malnourishment (Sharma et al., 

2016) and with an estimated increase of world population to 9.3 billion in 2050 there is a challenge to 

provide food to all (Lipinski et al., 2013).  In contrast, globally it is estimated that one third of food produced 

goes to waste (Lipinski et al., 2013). This loss of food coincides with an enormous amount of greenhouse 

gas emissions in vain released into the atmosphere increasing the climate change threat. In general, global 

food systems are a large contributor to climate change. Globally food systems i.e., encompassing food 

supply chain activities and the outcome of these activities including the governance thereof, contribute 19-

29 percent to the increase of anthropogenic greenhouse gasses (Vermeulen et al., 2012). Additionally, it is 

estimated that food waste and loss along the whole supply chain contributes 6.8 percent to the global 

greenhouse gasses emitted (Slorach, et at., 2019). The IPCC report 2018 explains that greenhouse gas 

emissions need to be drastically decreased to achieve a maximum of 1,5 degrees Celsius of global increase 

in temperature (Rogelj et al., 2018).  

Quested et al (2011) explain that on average food waste prevention reduces greenhouse gas emission 

with approximately eight times more compared to using anaerobic digestion1 for the same amount of food 

waste from landfill. Moreover, Lipinski et al (2013) explain that reducing food waste in halve could lead to 

a savings that could contribute sufficiently to tackle food security and sustainable development issues in 

2050. This consideration led to the formulation of the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 12.3 in 2015, 

which states that “[b]y 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail and consumer levels and 

reduce food losses along production and supply chains, including post-harvest losses” (SGD, 2015). 

Reducing food waste and loss has received increased attention by scholars, because of its environmental 

impact (Schanes et al., 2018). Mitigating food waste is an important task for mankind to establish a 

sustainable future (Lipinski et al., 2013).  

Food loss and waste occur at different stages of the food supply chain. In developing countries, 

most food losses occur before the food reaches the consumer (Lipinski et al., 2013), as a result of, for 

example, inadequate cooling systems during storage and transportation, water scarcity during production 

and cramped transportation methods leading to food becoming damaged or rotten quickly and thus getting 

lost (Papargyropoulo et al., 2014). However, most of the food loss and waste happens in developed 

countries. It is estimated that per capita in Europe and North America on average 280-300 kg of food is lost 

per capita, compared to 120-170 kg in Sub-Saharan Africa and South and Southeast Asia (Papargyropoulo 

et al., 2014) In developed countries the majority of food loss happens after the food has reached the 

consumer. Retailers and households being the greatest wasters – with households being the greatest overall 

contributor. It is estimated that in Europe around 50% of wasted food comes from households (Stenmarck 

et al., 2016). Figure 1 gives an overview of food loss and waste in different stage and regions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 “Anaerobic digestion (AD) is a technology widely used to generate methane gas from organic waste streams for 

electricity and heat generation” (Liao, et al., 2014) 
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 Therefore, searching for the reasons of food wasting at the household level and effective food waste 

reduction intervention methods, is of significant importance (Schmidt, 2016). An intervention is defined 

“as [a] purposeful action by an agent to create change” (Midgley, 2000, p.156) Researchers have 

conducted a multitude of examinations to discover the reasons for the high quantity of food waste generated 

by households and suggested possible approaches for food waste reduction interventions (Hebrok & Boks, 

2017; Schanes et al., 2018; Reynolds et al., 2019). This has resulted in the understanding that household 

food wasting behaviors and practices are complex with many factors influencing wasting behavior and 

practice (Quested et al., 2013). In their extensive literature review about behaviors, practices and other 

factors contributing to household food wasting, Schanes et al (2018) explain that in general there are two 

main social scientific fields researching food waste behavior and prevention: (social) psychology and 

sociology. The (Social) psychology mostly focusing on the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and 

sociology on the Social Practice Theory (SPT).  

 The TPB focuses mostly on one specific target behavior and the associated beliefs, cognitions, 

intentions and motivations of the individuals expressing the desired target behavior. The theory assumes 

that change occurs in a linear-causal-rational mode, where positive cognitions lead to increased intention 

and thus likely behavioral expression (Ajzen, 1991). In contrast, the SPT focuses on the “practice” as the 

unit of analysis. Practices are embedded in the structures of society and form an interconnected web with 

each other. Change emerges by disturbing unsustainable practices and creating sustainable practices 

(Hargreaves, 2011).  

Shove et al (2012) explain that the conventional linear behavior change approaches, often based on the 

TPB, have proven to be insufficient in creating the fast and large change needed to achieve the SDGs2.  

Therefore, they suggest making the SPT, which is a more systemic and holistic approach, the dominant 

paradigm to promote behavior change. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that the TPB insufficiently 

predicts actual behavioral expression and is too rigid - predicting and explaining behavior only in a one 

directional causal chain (Smith, 1999; Mulholland & Van Wersch, 2007). In contrast, van der Werf (2018) 

argues that the SPT is too complex and impractical to apply for behavior change interventions on larger 

                                                      
2The Sustainable Development Goals were established in 2015 by the UN to specifically target 17 major areas of 

global sustainable development (SGD, 2015) 

Fig. 1.  Food loss and waste in different stages and regions (Lipinski et al., 2013, p. 7) 
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scale, since it requires stakeholders’ involvement at different levels of the system. In addition, Devaney and 

Davies (2017) suggest that an SPT intervention might be more expensive and thus less economically 

attractive and feasible, because of the more intensive effort that is required for interacting with the 

stakeholders in the system - both at the design and execution stage.  

 There is limited research that examines and compares both theoretical frameworks at a practical food 

waste reduction intervention level (Reynolds et al., 2019). Kurz et al (2015) investigated the differences 

between a practice-oriented as compared to a behavior-oriented intervention design promoting pro-

environmental change. They found that the differences between the theoretical approaches might be limited 

when designing an intervention. Therefore, they argued for merging the two approaches. However, 

Reynolds et al (2019) found in their extensive literature review about food waste reduction interventions 

that there is a large gap between intervention design in practice and how well the theoretical research is 

integrated in the design. Therefore, the limited difference found by Kurz et al (2015) might not be applicable 

to food waste reduction interventions. Additionally, food wasting behavior is complex and an intervention 

applying a SPT theoretical framework was found to be more effective according to Reynolds et al (2019) 

literature research. Developing a more comprehensive understanding of the differences between the 

intervention designs of either SPT or TPB would help with the creation of more holistic and effective food 

waste reduction interventions.    

Therefore, this thesis aims to explore whether the abstract theoretical differences between the Social 

Practice Theory and Theory of Planned Behavior also express themselves in the design of household food 

waste reduction interventions. The underlying purpose is to contribute to the development of more effective 

food waste reduction interventions in general, and to tackle the household food waste problem in developed 

countries in particular. Furthermore, the thesis intends to explore whether, in an intervention, a Theory of 

Planned Behavior theoretical framework does invite for a more linear design focusing on the cognitions, 

compared to an intervention based on the Social Practice Theory theoretical framework.  

 

This thesis’ main research question, therefore, is:  

 

“Are there noticeable differences in design between a food waste reduction intervention design based on a 

Theory of Planned Behavior compared to a Social Practice Theory theoretical base?” 

 

Sub questions: 

 

1. What are the most significant design differences between a household food waste reduction 

intervention explicitly based on Theory of Planned Behavior as compared to Social Practice 

Theory? 

2. To what extent is the theoretical concept of each theory applied in the design of household food 

waste reduction intervention explicitly based on either Theory of Planned Behavior or Social 

Practice Theory?  

3. Could a household food waste reduction intervention explicitly based on either the Theory of 

Planned Behavior or Social Practice Theory also result in the same design when explained through 

the lens of the counterpart’s theoretical framework?  

 

A design is defined as the conscious structure and definition of the entire process of an intervention, 

from its creation to its implementation and execution, and to the eventual measurement of the effects thereof. 

Additionally, it is important to point out that this is a conceptual study describing a comparison based on an 

analytical review of the literature. Therefore, in this study no primary or secondary empirics are presented. 

This paper will first dive briefly into the history of food waste reduction interventions and what behaviors 

and practices result in the wasting of food. Thereafter, the method discusses the selection criteria and the 

interventions selected, and elaborates the analytical criteria for answering the research questions.  Followed 

by an analysis of the case studies based on the literature review and deducted analytical criteria. The last 

sections of the study comprise the discussion and conclusion. The discussion situates the research questions 

in the debate about whether the SPT is more effective compared to the TPB approach. It also considers 

possible implications for future intervention designs. A discussion of the limitations of this thesis will 

qualify the findings and conclusions. This will be followed by recommendations for future research.  
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2. Empirical Background  

 

In this chapter the complexity of food wasting behavior is briefly touched upon and a summarized 

overview of food waste reduction intervention development and current trends is provided. The purpose is 

to show the development of the interventions tackling food wasting behavior and the increasing realization 

of researchers of the complexity and environmental impact of food wasting. Leading to a discussion about 

increasing the efforts to tackle food wasting behavior more holistically. Lastly, different ways of measuring 

food waste are discussed, since this has an impact on determining the effectiveness and thus the actual 

success of an intervention. 

 

2.1 The complexity of household food waste  
 

Studies of household food wasting behaviors and practices have steadily increased, since the Food 

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) found that households in developed countries 

contribute significantly to the global food waste problem (Porpino, 2016). A multitude of behaviors, 

practices and other factors have been discovered to contribute to, or decrease the food waste produced by 

household in developed countries. Therefore, household food wasting is considered to be a complex 

problem (Quested et al., 2013; Schanes et al., 2018; Evens, 2012).   

Some factors influencing the amount of food waste are the size of the household, loss aversion, 

guilt, emotional disgust, concerns about saving money, the packaging of food and food literacy (Schanes 

et al., 2018). Additionally, Quested et al (2013) explain that food is associated with a multitude of 

interacting activities and this results in a disconnect between the activity (e.g., hosting a fancy dinner) and 

the consequences (e.g., creating food waste, because having too little food would not be hospitable). In 

other words, the activities are hardly ever related to waste prevention and have both a habitual and 

emotional aspect. Furthermore, individuals are often unaware of the amount of food they actually waste 

and estimate the quantity to be far below reality (Schanes et al., 2018). Also, Evens (2012) found, that food 

waste is the direct result of the daily eating practices and therefore not consciously related to a specific 

practice. Schanes et al (2018) created three large divisions between different factors related to food wasting 

namely, “understandings and perceptions of food waste”, “food-related household practices and routines” 

and “socio-demographic characteristics”.  

Firstly, the “understandings and perceptions of food waste” group can be further divided into 

concerns and norms and perceived behavioral control (PBC). Concerns can be seen as fear for food 

poisoning. PBC can be seen as having not enough trust in once own food waste reduction abilities. Lastly, 

food wasting can be seen as the social norm. Meaning that food wasting is considered “normal”.  

Secondly, the “Food-related household practices and routines” can be divided in factors related to 

eating, planning, shopping, storing, cooking, managing of leftovers, assessment of edibility, and 

disposal/redistribution. A practice related to eating is for example always taking too much food, since that’s 

the developed routine. Additionally, somebody can have a lack of an overview about what food is already 

present in the house, resulting from inadequate planning. Shopping relates for example to identifying as a 

“reputable provider” and therefore always buying too much as to not run out of food, since a “reputable 

provider” is perceived to always have enough. Food can also go to waste earlier because of inadequate 

storing practices; for example, storing the fruit all in the same fruit bowl, which has shown to lead to faster 

rotting of the fruits, compared to storing fruits separately. Not knowing how to cook with leftovers is related 

to cooking practices. Besides not knowing how to cook with leftovers they can also be mismanaged by for 

example eating them too late after they have become spoilt. Lastly, individuals can misread the package 

labels or simply not know how long a food stays good. This relates to the assessment of edibility practice.  

Finally, Schanes et al (2018) explain that the “socio-demographic characteristics” of food wasting 

are found to be inconclusive. Age seems to have an influence, with elderly of 65 and above generally 

wasting less. However, no consistent results have been found concerning “socio-demographic 

characteristics”. 

 

2.2 Overview of trend of food waste prevention interventions   
 

Reynolds et al (2019) conducted and extensive literature review about household food waste 

reduction interventions. They found that most of the interventions are based on the TPB theoretical 
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framework. The TPB theoretical framework will be further explained in chapter 3 section 3.2. Interventions 

based on a TPB theoretical framework try to increase food literacy and thereby change behavior. In contrast, 

a new trend of interventions based on a SPT theoretical framework is on its way. These interventions focus 

more on a context specific designs which seemingly produce a larger reduction of food waste in comparison 

to the conventional intervention designs. The SPT theoretical framework will be explained in chapter 3 

section 3.1.  Schanes et al (2018) explain that the SPT creates a broader perspective by placing food wasting 

in the context of the society and seeing food wasting as an effect embedded in society. This has resulted in 

a more complete overview of factors contributing to food wasting at the household.  

Most national and campaigns organized in Europe are information heavy. They are focused on 

educating households and communities about the financial and environmental impacts of food waste. Some 

examples are the “Stop food waste program” in Ireland, “Lebensmittel sind kostbar” in Austria, and “Love 

Food Hate Waste” in Britain. The “Love Food Hate Waste” (LFHW) campaign can be considered to be the 

most successful, since it has led to the greatest reduction in food waste. This campaign is now also 

implemented in many different English-speaking countries (Schanes et al., 2018).  

WRAP (2012), the organizer of the LFHW campaign, found that specific information related to 

food wasting behaviors is particularly important. For example, information and tips about food storing or 

leftover use. They found that insufficient knowledge and fear for food poisoning led to the produced food 

waste at the household level. Therefore, specific tips about when leftovers are still edible and how to store 

food for keeping it fresh for a long time helped with reducing the fear and increasing general food literacy. 

Additionally, research found that it is important to create personalized information for the respected target 

group about food prevention, rather than producing a list of general information about food waste prevention 

(Schanes et al., 2018). However, one big challenge of food waste reduction interventions is measuring the 

actual reduction of food waste (Reynolds et al., 2019). Therefore, the next section will elaborate on the 

measurement methods. An accurate assessment of the effects of a food waste reduction intervention is 

essential for determining which change techniques work and do not work.  

 

2.2.1 Ways to measure food waste  
 

Food waste can be measured in different ways. First of all, a distinction between avoidable and 

unavoidable food waste needs to be pointed out. Avoidable food waste can be defined as edible food that 

was thrown away because it was no longer wanted. One can also speak of possibly avoidable food waste 

which is; food that some people eat but others do not (e.g. apple peels); may be eaten depending on how it 

is prepared (e.g. potato skins); or that is tossed out because of particular criterion (e.g. bent cucumber). 

Lastly unavoidable food waste is food that is normally not edible (e.g. banana skin, apple core, bones) (van 

der Werf et al., 2018). Reynolds et al (2019) explain that many interventions do not distinguish between 

measuring the reduction of avoidable, possibly avoidable and unavoidable food waste. However, Shaw et 

al (2018) point-out in their study that the most environmental impact can be obtained by the reduction of 

avoidable food waste.   

Some household food waste reduction interventions measure food waste reduction via self-

reporting, through the means of a survey, of the partaking households before and after the intervention. 

Others collect the household food waste before and after the intervention and the difference in weight 

determines the actual reduction. Another food waste measurement is having the households measure the 

volume of their food waste before and after the intervention (van der Werf et at., 2018; Reynolds et al., 

2019). However, the accuracy per measurement methodology varies substantially. On top of that, the 

measurement methodology of the food waste also has an influence on the effectiveness of the intervention. 

For example, households whose food waste is weighed and connected to their food waste behaviors by 

researchers (van der Werf et al., 2018; Reynolds et al., 2019) are likely to be more conscious of what is 

happening and therefore are likely to be more inclined to change their food wasting behavior than 

households that are not ‘measured’ or ‘observed’.  
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3. Two theoretical lenses for looking at change 

 
This chapter contains a literature overview of two theories, Social Practice Theory and Theory of 

Planned Behavior. First the theories will be discussed and compared at an abstract level, to provide an 

adequate understanding of each and their background. The concepts discussed per theory are their 

ontology, unit of analysis, the approach – linear or systemic, the model components, the underlying 

assumptions, the process of change, and the methodological differences. Additionally, the critiques and 

advantages of both theories are briefly discussed. Secondly, both theories’ intervention design differences 

are highlighted. The information provided in this chapter helps in shaping the methodology of the thesis 

and the general discussion later.  

 

3.1 Social Practice Theory  
 

The Theory of Social Practice has origins in philosophy and social sciences, mainly in the 

sociology. The SPT is a derivative of the structure-agency problem within philosophy and social sciences 

(Halkier et al., 2011). Scholars addressing the structure-agency problem attempted to find a balance 

between focusing on the agent and the structures of society as units of analysis. The social scientists Gidding 

and Bourdieu both lay ground to the Theory of Practice. Gidding’s work was never directly related to the 

Practice Theory, but his work in adequately defining and understanding structuralism greatly influenced 

how Practice Theory is shaped nowadays. Another groundworker was Bourdieu. He did never directly 

define practice, he spoke about “habitus”3 and was only partly influenced by structuralism (Reckwitz, 

2002). Nevertheless, all the philosophers and social scientist addressing the structure-agency problem had 

one thing in common: they all had an interest in the “everyday life” and “living world” and all the authors 

had been influenced by the cultural and interpretive paradigm of the social theory. This resulted in the 

nomination of the name “Practice Theory” (Reckwitz, 2002).  

“Practice” is seen as embedded within the social structures. Individuals are considered to be skilled 

agents who actively navigate and perform a broad range of practices in daily life. Creating new ways of 

consuming does therefore not depend on changing attitudes or values, but the creation of new practices. 

Thus, instead of focusing on the individual as the core unit of analysis, the “practice” and its 

interconnectedness with the social structures is the main unit of analysis of the SPT (Hargreaves, 2011). 

The philosophical ontology of “practice” was developed by combining the research of Schatzki’s (1996, 

2002) and Shove (2012). This essay will follow the definition used by Shove et al (2012) in combination 

with Reckwitz’s definition. Reckwitz’s extensive review of the origins and development of the Theory of 

Social Practice (Halkier et al., 2011) resulted in the most commonly used definition of “practice”:  

“A ‘practice’...is a routinized type of behavior which consists of several elements, interconnected to one 

another: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a background 

knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge.” 

(Reckwitz, 2002, p.249)  

Shove et al. (2012) created the first simplified model of a practice based on Reckwitz’ notion about what a 

“practice” is. See Figure 2 for an example of Shove’s model. Spotswood (2014) explains that the model 

created by Shove has the greatest potential to be used for “behavior change” research, interventions and 

policy designs. Spotswood (2014) explains that the simplified deconstruction of a practice into three 

different elements creates the opportunity for the social scientist to get a holistic understanding of a practice 

and research how practice change can best be facilitated.  

 

                                                      
3 “Habitus is a system of lasting dispositions acquired through past experiences.” (Glaesser, & Cooper, 2014) 
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Fig. 2. A model of a deconstruction of the elements of a practice (Shove et al., 2012) 

As is visible in the model, Shove et al (2012) define three elements: “materials”, “competences” 

and “meaning”, together encompassing a “practice”. These elements are all connected to each other, as 

also explained by Reckwitz (2002). Reckwitz and Schatski both see a “practice” as interlocked with 

“objects” or the “material world”. Røpke (2009) further elaborates that there is a consensus that “things” 

are intrinsically part of a “practice”. This is represented as the element “material” is in Shove’s model. 

“Materials” comprises objects, the body itself, tools, infrastructure and for example, hardware. Knowhow, 

understanding and background knowledge are considered to be crucial in a “practice”. “Competence” is 

therefore included as an element in Shove’s model. Both referring to “knowing in the sense of being able 

to evaluate” as “knowing in the sense of having the skills required”. Lastly “meaning”4, which is a 

simplification of Reckwitz “mental activities, emotional and motivational knowledge” is included into the 

model. Shove et al (2012) defined “meaning” as representing the “social and symbolic significance of 

participation at any one moment”. Nevertheless, the definition of “meaning” is still contested and no 

consensus has been reached.  

The SPT focuses on how practices and practitioners are created and are removed or changed into 

more sustainable practices and practitioners (Hargreaves, 2011). SPT research is more likely to be 

conducted by observing actual practice (Hargreaves, 2011) and their socio-historical origin and 

development (Kurz et al., 2015), rather than by using surveys just focusing on an individual’s cognitions 

and behaviors. Practices are born and die when the connections between the different elements are created 

and broken (Shove et al., 2012). To create sustainable practices the connections of unsustainable practices 

would therefore need to be broken and new connections for sustainable practices would need to be made 

(Hargreaves, 2011). Warde (2005) explains that change can come from the outside and inside – via different 

practices coming into contact with each other and the questioning of the routine and conventions leading 

possibly to the invention of new practices. 

Shove (2010) suggests that studying and promoting social change via analytical and changing the 

practice will result in greater and more long-lasting change. She explains that currently the focus is mostly 

on attitude change and that behavior will change if the required attitude is promoted. However, behavior is 

evoked by how our society is created and just changing the attitude will put a lot of responsibility with the 

individual and does not create incentive for seeking to change the evocators in society. Shove (2010) 

explains that when the emphasis of a policy is on individuals’ behavior change, there is no emphasis on 

changing the environment. In addition, the current quantitative and non-personal research methodology of 

conventional behavior change methods, do not allow for effective environmental change. They mostly 

focus on the cognitive aspects of the individuals and motivators that the individual has under control, thus 

presuming that when you create the right incentives an individual will change their behavior. On the other 

hand, Van der Werf et al (2018) explains the practice approach to change is too complex and would not be 

practical to be applied on a larger scale, because it requires observational research and a more intense 

process to facilitate change. According to him, this is not feasible on a larger scale. Also, Devaney and 

Davies (2017) explain that the SPT is a costly approach to create social change. Therefore, it might not be 

feasible to use the SPT approach on larger scale. Reynolds et al., 2019 then again explain that the 

interventions based on the SPT approach seem to have led to the greatest reduction of household food waste 

compared to other theoretical approaches for intervention design. However, the intervention group was 

                                                      
4 “Meaning” might be the element that is most easily relatable to the psychological constructs used in the more conventional 

behavior change theories, namely “attitude” and “value”. Nevertheless, the difference is that “meaning” resides in the practice 

itself. In contrast, “attitudes” and “values” residing in individuals’ heads. So regardless of a person’s own “values” and 

“attitudes” the social structure determines what the “meaning” of a given practice is (Hargreaves, 2011). 
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small and thus it is not clear whether these findings were based on chance or on an actual effect of the 

intervention.  

 

3.2 Theory of Planned Behavior  
 

The Theory of Planned Behavior is one of the most frequently cited and influential models for 

predicting human social behavior (Ajzen, 2011). A central assumption is that the process leading to 

behavior is causal-linear5 and relatively rational (Hargreaves, 2011). The TPB, developed by Ajzen (1991), 

expands on the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) created by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980). Ajzen designed 

the TPB to predict and explain human behavior in a specific setting. The addition of Perceived Behavior 

Control (PBC) is what makes the TPB different from the TRA. It is important to emphasize the notion of 

perception when it comes to control, since this disregards the actual control one has over behavior. Actual 

control is a non-motivational aspect of behavior and is defined by the availability of for example, resources, 

skills and/or cooperation of others (Ajzen, 1991).  

Intention is the determining factor of behavior in the TPB (Mullholand & Wersch, 2007).  

Attitudes, Social Norms (SN) and PBC predict intention and thereby behavior. See Figure 3 for the TPB 

model created by Ajzen (1991). 

 
Fig. 3. Model of Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991, p.182) 

PBC is concretely referred to as people’s perception of the simplicity or difficulty of performing 

the behavior of interest. This perception varies across actions and situations. The concept of PBC is derived 

from research done by Bandura (1977, 1982). Bandura found that people’s confidence in the ability to 

perform the behavior, heavily influences their actual expression of the behavior. Self-efficacy beliefs or 

perceived behavioral control is positioned into a broader framework of attitude, beliefs, intention and 

behavior in the TPB (Ajzen, 1991). Attitude towards the behavior is another psychological construct 

included in the TPB. Attitude refers to the level of a person’s positive or negative evaluation or appraisal 

of the behavior. SN is the second predictor included in the TPB. SN refers to the perception of social 

pressure to either perform or not perform the behavior of interest.  

It varies per situation which predictor (PBC, SN, Attitude) is more important in the prediction of 

intention. Ajzen (1991) explains that only when behavior is under volition control6 the increase in intention 

created, leads to predictable behavioral expression. Actual expression can be expected when perceived 

behavioral control is high and actual control is present. Later research showed that PBC can surpass 

intention and directly predict behavior. Furthermore, actual control can moderate the weight of intention 

on behavior (Ajzen, 2002). 

 The TPB is also based on the idea that salient beliefs determine a human’s attitude, SN and PBC, 

which in turn predicts intentions and behaviors. There are three salient beliefs: Attitude is influenced by 

behavioral beliefs, SN is influenced by normative beliefs, while PBC is influenced by control beliefs 

(Ajzen, 1991). A belief is defined as “the subjective probability that the behavior will produce the outcome 

in question” (Ajzen, 1991, p.191). 

                                                      
5 Meaning that A leads to C leads to B. Thus, Attitude leads to Cognition leading to Behavior. The TPB is more elaborate, but the 

ABC structure is the TPB’s underlying fundament.  
6 “If a person can decide at will to perform or not perform a behavior” (Ajzen, 1991, p.182) 
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 Attitudes follow from the formation of beliefs about a subject. This formation of behavioral beliefs 

can happen through the association of certain attributes (e.g., characteristics, objects, or events) to a 

behavior. The attributes that are connected to a behavior are already valued positively or negatively and 

thus individuals directly obtain an attitude towards the behavior (Ajzen, 1991). SN is influenced by 

normative beliefs. Normative beliefs are affected by the prospect of a relevant salient person or group 

approving or disapproving the performance of a certain behavior. The potency of each normative belief is 

determined by a person’s motivation to comply with the group or person in question. Lastly, PBC is 

influenced by belief of control and is enhanced when the belief about the availability of resources and 

opportunities is high. Furthermore, the belief that there are few obstacles or barriers should increase the 

perceived behavior control (Ajzen, 1991).   

 The construct PBC added to the TRA creating the TPB is criticized for being too vague. According 

to Terry and O’Leary (1995) the PBC is a combination of self-efficacy and perceived control. But these are 

two separate concepts and therefore cannot be combined in one construct (Mulholland & Van Wersch, 

2007). For example, an individual might have many barriers to overcome to live a sustainable life style but 

perceives his or her competencies sufficient in overcoming those barriers; consequently, an increase in 

predictability occurs. Vice versa it is also possible, that a person actually has the environment allowing for 

a sustainable life style, but they do not perceive themselves to have the competencies to live sustainably. 

This therefore points to the importance of distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

(Mulholland & Van Wersch, 2007). Intrinsic motivation is one’s own drive while extrinsic motivation is 

created by an external component (e.g. the lower your emissions, the more money you receive). Not 

distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation creates a limitation in PBC’s predictability of 

behavior. PBC is a reliable predictor when used to measure internal factors that encourage or discourage 

behavioral expression. However, PBC is not accurate in predicting behavior when external measures are 

included (e.g. opening times of the eco-grocery store, distance to cycle to work etc). The external factors 

are weighed against the internal factors and this is dependent on the individual.  

The TPB has seen many different kinds of expansions to improve the predictability of the model. 

An important predictor for behavior is an increase in intention created by positive attitudes, PBC and SN. 

However, in many studies this generally did not lead to a significant difference in intention and behavioral 

expression created by PBC, attitudes and SN (Mulholland & Van Wersch, 2007). Many reasons have been 

given to the intention-behavior gap. Many scientists explain that the TPB cannot cover all the variables and 

this creates the low correlation between intention and behavior (Parker et al., 1995; Terry et al., 1999; 

Sheeran et al., 2001). Also, the vagueness of the operational constructs used in the TPB is seen as the reason 

for the low intention-behavior correlation (Sutton, 1998). Nevertheless, the ability to add new constructs to 

the TPB model is also seen as a strength of the model (Collier et al., 2010). Collier et al (2010) explains 

that the sturdiness of the TPB model makes the TPB into an adequate base to develop practical behavior 

change models, which are used for interventions. Nonetheless, Armitage and Connor (1999) explain that 

the use of many surveys and questionnaires may threaten the reliability and validity of the TPB. Smith 

(1999) also explains that the use of questionnaires and surveys lacks the creation of insight into the 

mechanisms that lead from intention to behavior. This results in addition of variables and increase of the 

predictability, but it is not certain what exactly created this increase. Therefore, the model does not always 

allow for repeatable results. Lastly, he explains the TPB to be rigid and not accounting for individuals’ 

varieties in responses.  

 

3.3 Differences between Social Practice Theory and Theory of 
Planned Behavior  
 

Based on above descriptions of the theories, differences between the two theoretical frameworks 

can be identified. The TPB has the assumption that behavior expression and change promotion happens in 

a linear-causal and relatively rational matter. Influencing the salient beliefs changes the psychological 

constructs, which leads to an increase in intention. When actual control is present behavioral expression 

can be expected. The SPT on the other hand sees the expression of practice through a systemic lens, where 

all the elements can result in expression or change of expression and no linear causality is required. 

Furthermore, interconnections between the elements and different practices shape or change a practice. 

Therefore, change emerges from disturbing the interconnections between elements and/or between 

practices.  
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More concretely, the SPT analyses and tries to influence the practice, while the TPB analyses and 

tries to influence the individual’s cognitions. In the SPT, a practice contains among other elements the 

individual and its cognitions and behaviors. Behaviors are seen as one aspect of a practice. In this view, a 

practice is a holistic description of the “doing” since it is embedded in the structures of society. In contrast, 

in the TPB, a behavior is the result of the cognitive processes based on perception within an individual. It 

is therefore not per se embedded in the structures of the society, but more an independent voluntary 

expression of the cognitions of the individual, since the individual is considered to be relatively rational.  

The SPT model focuses on the connections between the elements of a practice. The elements of a 

practice are material, meaning and competencies. The TPB has the psychological constructs attitude, NS, 

PBC, intention and behavior. The models have some seeming similarities. For example, attitudes may be 

regarded as similar to meaning. But the difference is that in SPT, as explained by Hargreaves (2011), 

meaning is not created by the individual alone but is a concept that exist in in the practice. For instance, the 

practice of cycling has a different meaning in the Netherlands compared to France, generally speaking. 

Cycling is seen as a mode of transportation in the Netherlands. However, in France it is seen as a sport.  

Therefore, the meaning of the practice of cycling is different in these countries. The important point here 

is that the meaning of cycling in the respective countries is shaped by the meaning residing in the practice 

and not by the individual’s attitude. See Table 1 for a summarized overview of the main differences 

identified from the sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. On the left column you can see the theories. The upper row 

shows the different factors on which the two theories are compared. For example, the TPB has a linear 

approach to its model and change process while the SPT has a systemic approach.  

 
Table. 1. Overview of differences between Theory of Planned Behavior and Social Practice Theory  

 Ontology Unit of 

analysis 

Approach Model 

Components  

Underlying 

assumption 

Process of 

change  

Methodological 

research 

approach  

TPB Positivism  Individual’s 

cognitions 

Linear -Attitude 

-SN 

-PBC 

Individuals are 

relatively 

rational and 

make rational 

decisions 

Linear 

Causal  

Quantitative – 

questionnaires 

and statistics  

SPT Structure-

agency 

problem  

Practices  Systemic  -Materials 

-Meaning  

-Competences 

Practices are 

interconnected 

with, and 

embedded 

within the 

social structures  

Emergent  Qualitative – 

observation and 

interpretation  

 

3.4 Intervention design characteristics per theory   
 

When designing an intervention, the abstract theoretical assumptions need to be operationalized 

into an intervention design. In this section the interventions and characteristics of the designs associated 

with either theory is described.  

 

3.4.1 Social Practice Theory  
 

Using the SPT theory to design an intervention would result in an intervention with certain specific 

SPT characteristics. The focus of an SPT intervention is on practices to bring about change. Before change 

can be brought about, extensive observations, interviews, literature reviews and ethnographic research 

about the practice(s) targeted for change are conducted. An ethnographic research includes observation of 

the target practice and related practices at, for example, individuals’ homes. With these methods answers 

are found to such questions as whether food waste practice relates to other practices; what the elements in 

the practice are that create food waste, and how all the elements and practices are interconnected. Often, 

also a socio-historical research is conducted to understand how the practice has developed over time and 

space (Evans, 2011; Evans, 2012; Kurz, 2015).  

Evans (2011; 2012) discovered that food wasting is not the result of only one practice, but a 

collection of practices related to the practice of eating food. Furthermore, Hargreaves (2011) pointed out 
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that it is important to focus on a multitude of practices related to the target practice, because of the 

interconnected nature of practices. Additionally, sometimes an adjunctive practice actually will lead to 

change in the targeted practice. As illustration, Shove et al (2012) explain that in Japan excessive air-

conditioned use during summer at offices resulted in high energy use which coincided with vast quantities 

of greenhouse gas emissions. The practices in the offices were researched, which resulted in the conclusion 

that directly influencing air-conditioned use would not result in the desired effect. Therefore, instead of 

targeting the air-conditioned use directly, the clothing practices in the office were targeted, since they 

resulted in the extensive air-conditioner use in the summer. The air-conditioner example in Japan, shows 

how the entanglement of different practices can sometimes lead to rather unexpected solutions to a problem. 

Therefore, an intervention based on SPT would not specifically focus on changing one singular practice or 

one element. An intervention would facilitate the opportunity for change on a broad range of practices 

related to the target practice and the change would emerge from the intervention.  

What kind of new and more sustainable practices actually will emerge depends on the meanings, 

competencies, materials, adjunctive practices and context at hand. For example, an intervention attempts to 

disrupt undesirable practices with the introduction of new materials (e.g. recycling bins, composters etc.) 

or meanings (introduction of knowledge of the consequences of food wasting) (Shove et al., 2012; Kurz, 

2015). These new elements would then via the intervention be connected to the new desired ‘target practice’ 

(e.g., recycling or food literacy), while disconnecting the undesirable one. As illustration, in the beginning 

of the waste reduction intervention in the office space as described in the Hargreaves (2011) case study7, 

the amount of waste produced in the office was measured by the persons actively participating in the 

intervention. This created a connection between undesirable waste handling practices and the amount of 

waste produced. The waste handling practices obtained a new meaning, since the extensive amount of waste 

produced became apparent for the participants. A practice can also change when coming in contact with 

another practice (Shove et al., 2012). For example, a broad range of practices come in contact with each 

other when people travel to other cultures. This may result, in adopting the practices of the other culture.  

The interveners or change agents are always individuals who are part of the system. Hargreaves 

(2011) explains in his case study that in the office six voluntary change agents were chosen. These 

individuals would together create new practices and attempt to reduce the waste created at the office. The 

change agents also fulfilled a spillover effect, since colleagues not directly participating in the intervention 

became more aware of the practices related to waste reduction while being close to a change agent. One of 

the colleagues explained that they made sure to print double sided when a change agent was near. However, 

later these waste reduction practices continued to exist also in the absence of a change agent. Thus, practices 

were adopted by other individuals and then changed to practices that are more resource conservative. The 

creation of change agents in the SPT intervention design leads to bottom up rather than top-down solutions, 

which are more likely to be effective in the given context. Additionally, an SPT intervention design would 

include all layers of the target system (Shove et al., 2012).  This means, for example, that an intervention 

that promotes recycling behavior at the household level explicitly includes the recycling companies in the 

specific context in the intervention design. This makes the interventions set-up with a SPT framework more 

context dependent. It also means that lessons learned in one context are not per se transferable to another 

context.  

 

3.4.2 Theory of Planned Behavior  
 

Using the TPB theory to design an intervention, would result in an intervention with certain 

characteristics. The TPB focuses on the individual’s salient beliefs and the resulting attitude, PBC and SN. 

The psychological constructs are measured via a survey or questionnaire. The results thereof explain which 

psychological construct or constructs are misaligned and need to be realigned, or need to be included in 

order for sustainable behavior to take place. For example, an individual can have a negative attitude about 

the importance of recycling. This misalignment of attitude and the actual importance of recycling in reality 

can be realigned by, for example, increasing the individual’s knowledge of the environmental impact of 

recycling. Via a survey the, in this case, attitude about the target behavior (a.k.a. recycling) is determined 

                                                      
7 Hargreaves (2011) observed an intervention conducted in an office. This intervention had a SPT base and the purpose was to 

reduce trash created in the office. Six change agents were leading the intervention by deciding what practices to change and how 

to change them. The intervention was not a complete success and had to be ended early, because of the different power structures 

in place obstructing the changing of practices.  
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and then aligned as to allow for the target behavior to be expressed. Thus, knowing what attitudes are 

misaligned is important impetus for behavior change.  

Furthermore, via questionnaires and surveys the main motivator can be identified to create an 

incentive for behavior change. For example, depending on individual’s values certain information might 

work better than other. An individual who values the environment more compared to his or her finances 

might not be motivated to recycle more when providing information about the financial benefits of 

recycling. Additionally, findings of previous surveys in other countries can be used as indicators of main 

motivators besides the survey conducted for the specific intervention.  The assumption here is that people 

from approximately the same demographic and context have generally the same “misalignments”, and thus 

the same motivational message(s) would apply. This leads to more homogeneous interventions, since the 

approach is relatively similar independent of the context. Surveys also focus on understanding the target 

behavior and aspects that reduce actual control over the expression of the desired behavior. For example, 

individuals cannot compost food waste without a composting system either indoors or outdoors. In this way 

actual physical barriers of the targeted desired behavior can be identified and removed.  

In other words, using the TPB as a theoretical framework underlying an intervention to change 

behavior would mean that the aim is to change individuals’ perception of the social normative acceptability 

of a certain behavior, their attitudes and PBC. Additionally, the intervention would aim to increase the main 

motivation to perform the desired behavior. Therefore, an effective intervention would enhance beliefs 

about positive outcomes, reduce beliefs about negative outcomes, increase the perception that salient others 

approve of the behavior, increase skills or knowledge to perform the behavior, and decrease barriers or 

create facilitators. The TPB is mainly a cognitive theory and thus to alter the psychological constructs the 

most commonly used strategies are information, persuasion, increasing skills, goal setting, rehearsal of 

skills, modelling, planning/implementation and social encouragement/support (Hardeman et al., 2002). 

Basically, all interventions based on the TPB include information distribution and making the connection 

between behavior and outcomes (Hardeman et al., 2002; Steinmetz et al., 2016).  

Below in Table 2 an overview of the differences between the two intervention designs identified in 

sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 can be found. The Table represents the pre-intervention differences and differences 

in actual design. In other words: the underlying methodology for the creation of the intervention (pre-

intervention differences) and how change is created and promoted depending on the theoretical framework 

visible in the intervention design part. This Table served as guidance for the creation of the methodology of 

this study.  

 
Table .2. Overview of differences between intervention design 

 Analysis method(s) before intervention Intervention design 

Interventio

n based on 

SPT 

Observational 

and 

ethnographic 

analysis 

approach to 

understand and 

map the 

practices/actors 

involved and 

their 

connections 

Understanding 

of social-

historical 

processes that 

resulted in the 

practice 

Understanding 

and mapping 

out the 

undesirable 

elements 

Creation of new 

desirable practice 

through the 

presenting of 

desirable elements 

(material, 

meaning, 

competence)- 

introduction of 

new desirable 

elements and 

practices 

Creation of 

connections 

between the 

elements and 

actors involved 

in the 

practice(s), via 

creating for 

example new 

meaning and 

understanding 

of the practice 

Assignment of actors 

involved in the system 

that is targeted for 

change, as carriers and 

creators of the new 

element(s) and 

practice(s) 

Interventio

n based on 

TPB 

Use of 

questionnaires 

and surveys to 

understand the 

psychological 

constructs 

related to the 

undesirable 

behavior 

(Attitudes, PBC, 

SN) 

Via survey and 

questionnaire 

find what 

behavioral 

construct(s) 

is/are 

misaligned and 

should possibly 

be included to 

allow for 

behavioral 

expression 

Via surveys 

and 

questionnaires 

and earlier 

findings in the 

literature find 

what is the 

greatest 

motivator 

leading to 

desirable 

behavioral 

expression 

Creation of 

incentive for 

individual 

behavior change 

via introduction of 

the main motivator 

and illimitation of 

barriers 

Strengthening 

of the effect of 

the motivator 

through 

reduction of 

barriers and 

increase 

importance of 

desirable 

behavior 

Make use of specific 

behavior change 

strategies: 

-Information 

-Persuasion 

-Increasing skills 

-Goal setting 

-Rehearsal of skills 

-Modelling 

-Planning/ 

implementation 

-Social encouragement/ 

support 
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4. Methodology 

In this chapter, all choices related to the study’s methodological approach are presented. Their 

relevance to the research problem and consequences for the research process are discussed to ensure 

transparency and consistency of the study.  

4.1 Introduction 
 

First of all, this thesis is a literature review that offers a conceptual comparison of two theories that 

target changing and understanding consumer behavior. The aim of this thesis project was to explore whether 

the abstract conceptual theoretical differences between the SPT and TPB also expressed themselves in the 

design of household food waste reduction interventions. Therefore, the following main research question 

was posited; “Are there noticeable differences in design between a food waste reduction intervention design 

based on a TPB compared to a SPT theoretical base?”. To answer the main research question, three sub-

questions were created.  

 

Sub-questions: 

 

1. What are the most significant design differences between a household food waste reduction 

intervention explicitly based on Theory of Planned Behavior as compared to Social Practice 

Theory? 

2. To what extent is the theoretical concept of each theory applied in the design of household food 

waste reduction intervention explicitly based on either Theory of Planned Behavior or Social 

Practice Theory?  

3. Could a household food waste reduction intervention explicitly based on either the Theory of 

Planned Behavior or Social Practice Theory also result in the same design when explained through 

the lens of the counterpart’s theoretical framework? 

 

To answer the three sub questions, household food waste reduction interventions reported in case 

studies or reports that specifically used either the TPB or SPT and targeted developed English-speaking 

countries were analyzed and compared. This comparison is a conceptual comparison based on an analytical 

review of the literature.  

Different research platforms and research journals were consulted. The main search platforms used 

were Google Scholar, the Uppsala University Library search platform, the Elsevier database and the 

Research Gate database. Typical search words used were “Food waste behavior interventions”, “Food waste 

behavior”, “Behavior change”, “Household food waste”, “Social Practice Theory”, “Theory of Planned 

behavior”, “Interventions”, “Campaigns” and combinations of these search words in the search bar. The 

main journals searched were Sage publications, Journal of Consumer Culture, Journal for the Theory of 

Social Behaviour, and the Journal of Applied Behavioural Psychology. These journals contained published 

work of some of the main authors of the Social Practice Theory and Theory of Planned Behavior.  

Continuing, the methodology explained how the case studies and reports covering a household food 

waste intervention, as specified earlier, were selected, which is followed by the elaboration of the analytical 

criteria and the differences per analytical criterion in design between the SPT compared to TPB as deduced 

from the theories described in Chapter 3. The analytical criteria were based on the general outline of an 

intervention regardless of the intervention being inspired SPT or TPB. The analytical criteria were used to 

compare the interventions with a SPT and TPB theoretical framework with each other. The design 

differences and characteristics emanating from Chapter 3 were used to answer research questions two and 

three.  

 

4.2 Selecting the intervention studies     
 

An intervention was defined “as [a] purposeful action by an agent to create change” (Midgley, 

2000, p.156). This definition implies that campaigns were considered to be interventions, as well. As 

explained in the background, there were different kinds of food waste, namely avoidable and unavoidable 
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food waste. This distinction was not included in the selection criteria, because the majority of reports and 

case studies did not specify so. Interventions were selected and included based on the following criteria:  

 

1. Conducted in a developed English-speaking country focused on the household  

2. In a first instance, only case studies or reports from 2015 onwards were selected. 

3. Design has a conscious behavior or practice intended change effect  

4. Explicit intended change effects were measured  

5. The process of change was explicitly explained 

6. Food waste reduction was measured and reported 

7. Real practice or behavior change effect was claimed or shown 

 

This resulted in the selection (Appendix 1) of two relevant case studies out of six identified, which 

explicitly and specifically used either SPT or TPB as their theoretical frame of reference:  

 

• HomeLabs (SPT) 

• Reduce Food Waste Save Money (RFWSM) (TPB) 

 

4.3 Analytical approach  
 

In this section the analytical methodology per research question is explained. The analytical criteria 

for answering the research questions were analyzed based on the general design steps visible in the 

intervention design of both theoretical approaches. Firstly, both TPB and SPT- based interventions have an 

underlying method to understand the problem(s), opportunities for change and the eventual 

behavioral/practice effect(s). Secondly, an intervention design needs to involve a creation process. Thirdly, 

an intervention is created for a purpose. In order to fulfill this purpose certain techniques, change promoting 

need to be used. Fourthly, the process, creation and explanation of change needs to be elaborated to 

understand what worked and what did not so as to allow for further development of intervention designs. 

In summary, these were the steps for arriving at the analytical criteria:  

 

• Underlying method  

• Intervention creation process 

• Change techniques  

• Change promotion: creation, process and effect explanation  

 

The difference between the two theories is mainly created in “how” each theory handles each step. Per 

analytical criterion, the difference in design depending on the theoretical frameworks was deduced from 

the discussion in sections 3.3 and section 3.4 above. In the following paragraphs, the methodology is further 

explained for each research question. 

 

4.3.1 Research question one: Comparison    
 

To answer research question one “What are the greatest design differences between a household 

food waste reduction intervention explicitly based on TPB compared to SPT?”, the two interventions 

selected with different underlying theoretical frameworks were compared with each other. The comparison 

was conducted by comparing the differences in design between the interventions per analytical criterion.  

 

4.3.2 Research question two: Correct use of theoretical framework 
 

To answer the second research question “To what extent is the theoretical concept of each theory 

applied in the design of household food waste reduction intervention explicitly based on either TPB or 

SPT?”, the selected interventions were compared to their presumed appropriate design, considering the 

theoretical framework of the selected intervention. The presumed appropriate design was deduced from the 

characteristics identified in the literature per the intervention design elaborated in chapter 3. Concretely, 

this means that the intervention with a TPB underlying theoretical framework was compared to the 
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characteristics of a presumed appropriate TPB design per analytical criteria. Below, each analytical 

criterion and their presumed appropriate designs are briefly explained per theory and analytical criteria.  

 

Underlying method 
 

• An intervention based on the TPB was presumed to have a more quantitative and individual 

focused methodology. More specifically, an intervention based on the TPB was presumed 

mostly to use surveys to identify the psychological constructs of the individual influencing 

the behavior targeted by the intervention. Additionally, interventions based on the TPB 

used information acquired from other contexts. 

 

• The SPT methodological approach was presumed to focus on the relevant practices, 

elements and their interconnections. These were found via ethnographic observations in 

the homes and living environments of people, interviews, and studies of the socio-historical 

development of the practices and elements in their respective contexts. The difference in 

methodology is fundamental between the two approaches.  

 

Intervention creation process 
 

• An intervention creation process based on the TPB theoretical framework was presumed 

to use the surveys and questionnaires as the bases on which the intervention was created 

and did not explicitly include the stakeholders in the system to create the intervention. 

Additionally, the intervention was not specifically designed for the context; instead 

relevant and generic literature findings about useful psychological constructs were 

included in the creation of the intervention.  

 

• SPT would always create the intervention collectively with the participants or stakeholders 

of the system that were being addressed. This meant that participants helped create the 

intervention, either directly (by direct input in an interview) or indirectly (by observing 

their practices). Additionally, relevant context-specific data was used to create practice 

disturbances. This was expected to lead to a more context specific intervention design.  

 

Change techniques  
 

• An intervention based on the TPB utilized specific behavior change techniques. These 

focused on the reduction of barriers and the promotion of the importance of the relevant 

often singular target behavior for the individual. Included in these techniques were 

information provision, persuasion, increasing skills, goal setting, rehearsal of skills, 

modelling, planning/implementation and social encouragement/support. These techniques 

were specifically targeting psychological constructs found to be misaligned with the 

behavior to be changed, while being the most significant motivator for the desired 

behavioral expression. 

 

• An intervention based on the SPT would focus on the disruption of undesirable practices 

and would facilitate the creation of new practices by the target group participants. The 

disruption could be facilitated by either influencing the elements or the ‘collision’ of two 

different practices could be used. This means that in an intervention new practices, 

materials, meaning and competencies would be introduced to allow for disruptions of the 

practice routine.  
 

Change promotion: creation, process and effect explanation   
 

• An intervention based on the TPB was presumed to focus on the individual’s beliefs, 

attitudes, perceptions of control and social normative acceptability. Positively influencing 

those psychological constructs and establishment of actual control was assumed to create 

a linear-causal process leading to (volitional) behavioral expression by the individual.  
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• An intervention based on the SPT was expected to focus on practices, their elements and 

their interconnections. Such an intervention would not focus on changing just one practice, 

but a multitude of practices related to, and sometimes sustaining, the undesirable practice, 

because of the often-high density of connections between practices, elements and 

“practices and elements”. The observed change would emerge from disassembling old and 

assembling new connections, elements and practices during the intervention. Additionally, 

participants creating the new practices were simultaneously the carriers and spreaders of 

the newly created practices in their household or community. See Table 3 for a summarized 

overview of the presumed appropriate intervention designs per theory and analytical 

criterion. 

 
Table. 3. Overview of analytical criteria and the presumed appropriate designs per theory and analytical criteria. 

 

 

4.3.3 Research question three: Explained through the lens of the other  
 

Research question three “Can a household food waste reduction intervention explicitly based on 

either the TPB or SPT also result in the same design when explained through the lens of the theoretical 

framework counterpart?” was answered through a thought experiment that exchanged the typical 

characteristics of each intervention with each other per analysis criteria. Thus, the characteristics of 

analytical criteria of the SPT was used to analyze the intervention based on the TPB and vice versa.  

  

     Analytical 

criteria 

                            

Theory 

  

Underlying method Intervention creation 

process 

Change techniques  Change promotion: 

creation, process and 

effect explanation 

Intervention 

based on TPB 

Surveys and  

Questionnaires focusing 

on the psychological 

constructs and behavioral 

aspects related to actual 

control of the target 

behavior are used to 

create the intervention 

and explain the results. 

The intervention is created 

on the basis of the 

information acquired from 

the survey(s) and literature 

reviews of previous studies 

related to the target 

behavior. This leads to more 

homogenic designs of 

interventions, which was 

not contextualized. 

Behavior change techniques 

focusing on reduction of 

barriers and promotion of 

the importance of the 

relevance of the often-

singular target behavior for 

the individual are 

considered. 

The behavior change 

assumption is a linear-

causal promoting 

process of (volitional) 

behavior change of an 

individual via the 

creation of positive 

beliefs, attitudes, PBC, 

social normative 

acceptability and 

elimination of (actual) 

barriers of the desired 

target behavior. 

Intervention 

based on SPT 

Context relevant 

literature reviews, 

ethnographic 

observations, interviews 

focusing on mapping out 

the practices, elements 

and interconnection of the 

target practice, adjacent 

practices and elements 

are used to create the 

intervention and explain 

the results. 

The intervention creation 

process includes the whole 

system related to the 

practice, meaning that (all) 

the stakeholders involved in 

the system are included in 

the creation of the 

intervention. Additionally, 

context specific relevant 

data about the practice is 

used in the creation of 

disturbances. This makes 

that the intervention is 

designed for a specific 

context. 

Techniques that focus on 

the disruption of 

undesirable practices and 

facilitation for creation of 

desirable practices by 

participants. Primarily this 

focuses on the connections 

between the elements that 

need to be broken by 

introducing, disturbing 

materials, meaning and 

competences. 

Change emerges via 

promoting the process 

of breaking down and 

creating of connections 

between elements, 

practices, or elements 

and practices. This 

results in the creation of 

desirable elements, and 

the destruction of 

undesirable elements 

and practices by the 

participants. 
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5. Analysis 

 
In this chapter the results are presented per research question, starting with research question one 

to give an overview of the two different interventions, which is followed by research question two that 

compares the intervention designs per analytical criteria with their presumed appropriate design deduced 

from Chapter 3. Lastly, research question three will be answered via conducting a thought experiment to 

see how the “TPB” design can explain the SPT based intervention and vice versa.  

 

5.1 Research question one: Comparison  
 

The first research question was: “What are the most significant design differences between a 

household food waste reduction intervention explicitly based on Theory of Planned Behavior as compared 

to Social Practice Theory?” To answer this research question both interventions were discussed by 

following the four analytical criteria described above (section, 4.3). Firstly, the HomeLabs intervention was 

described followed by the RFWSM intervention. Thereafter the two selected interventions were compared 

in Table 4.  

 

5.1.1 HomeLabs: Introduction  
 

The HomeLabs intervention was conducted in Ireland, Dublin in 2017. It was a practice-oriented 

approach to promote more sustainable home-based eating practices. The designers of the intervention 

understood “practice” as defined by Reckwitz (2002). Thus, practices were entities in themselves and were 

shaped by the socio-historical and cultural environment. A practice never stood alone but was 

interconnected with other practices; only by doing did a practice get meaning, would it be reproduced and 

could it be reshaped. The HomeLabs facilitated a collaborative planning transition framework based on 

vison creation of the future through the means of backcasting. With backcasting a group of people 

envisioned what would be a desired common future, for example 50 years from now. Starting from this 

desired envisioned future they traced back the steps that led from the present to that future state. These steps 

then formed the basis of the plan for moving from the present to that future. The HomeLabs involved the 

public, private and civil society sectors and members of participating households. These stakeholders 

collaboratively planned how to achieve the sustainable future envisioned through the means of backcasting. 

This then resulted in an intervention at the household level. The intervention touched upon all practices 

related to eating at the household level and allowed for practitioners to question and disassemble their eating 

practices. As such, the intervention touched upon storage, preparation and waste management practices 

related to consuming food. Participants reduced their avoidable and unavoidable food waste by 28% during 

the duration of the intervention.  
 

5.1.2 HomeLabs: Underlying method 
 

HomeLabs collected data about different eating practices through interviews, observation of the 

practices in households and literature reviews about household practices in a western context. Household 

food waste was measured by weighing food waste that was collected by the participants for 3 days in a row 

before and after the intervention.  

  

5.1.3 HomeLabs: Intervention creation process 
 

The steps of the intervention creation were the following: First, it started with a backcasting 

procedure, as explained earlier, by stakeholders from across the whole food supply chain. This resulted in 

technological, lifestyle and governmental innovations. The most promising innovations were then 

operationalized in a transition plan with the help of city consumers8, which would set out different concepts 

that would be required to achieve the envisioned future. The HomeLabs then implemented the most 

                                                      
8 This is a term used in the HomeLabs case study and the “city consumer” is defined as an urban consumer and is distinguished 

from a household, since it is not directly linked to a specific household “group”.  
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promising and short-term “concepts”. The so-called concepts could also be formulated as being “innovation 

ideas”. However, since the HomeLabs uses the word “concepts” here this word shall also be used. 

Eventually this led to the eating HomeLabs, which involved different stakeholders from the private, 

household and public sector including NGO’s. The eating HomeLabs was the idea that an intervention needs 

to focus on eating practices. The actual intervention was created in combination with the materials and 

information supplied by the different stakeholders. Thus, the larger stakeholders and the households 

collaboratively created the eating HomeLabs intervention by supplying technology, education and resources 

to five households over a duration of five weeks.  See Figure 4 for a visual overview of the creation process 

of this intervention as is also described in the aforementioned.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Overview of HomeLabs intervention creation process 

5.1.4 HomeLabs: Change techniques  
 

The eating HomeLabs intervention was divided to three sub-practices, based on data collected. The 

practices were sustainable “food acquisition”, “preparation and storage” and “food waste reduction and 

recovery”. Different intervention techniques were used per segment. These could range from education to 

cooking lessons to being supplied with an electronical composting device.  

Before the intervention, the participants had to collect their food waste and elaborate on type and 

reason for wasting over a three-day period. This would also serve as a measurement moment, because the 

researchers would also weigh this collected food waste. On top of that, it also served as the first disruption, 

since it introduced new symbolism and knowledge to the meaning and competency elements while being a 

start of knowledge and meaning creation about food waste/wasting, comparing this to the food waste 

collected at the end of the intervention. 

Week one and two focused on sustainable food acquisition and disturbed the conventional practices 

by involving households in experimentations with food growing kits, organic food boxes and sustainable 

protein sources. In parallel, the reduction in Carbon Footprint was shown in a graph aimed to increase the 

connection between eating practices and their related environmental impacts. This increase in connection 

was supported by information about more sustainable supermarket shopping and a season food chart.  
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Week three focused on the promotion of sustainable food storage and preparation techniques. In 

this week the households were introduced to the fridge storage boxes.  This would assist households with 

more precise food circulation, identifying the food soon to be due and thus providing households with the 

opportunity to eat this food before expiration. Furthermore, households were supplied with portion control 

tools encouraging more sustainable cooking practices and a chef visited them to help households with meal 

planning techniques and inspire households with tailored cooking tips.  

Week four focused on reducing food waste and food waste recovery. Inhouse recycling solutions 

and electronic composters were provided. In addition, the economic benefits of reducing food waste and 

proper food waste recovery methods were explained. Finally, in week five participants continued with their 

most preferred practice and reflected on the overall impact of participating in the eating HomeLabs.  

 

5.1.5 HomeLabs: Change promotion: creation, process and effect 
explanation  
 

HomeLabs was meant to promote change by disrupting the conventional eating practices of 

households. The disrupted practices to-be were considered to be most environmentally polluting. The 

households were provided with different resources and prompts to facilitate disruption while creating new 

practices and connections. They were provided with access to more organic food and alternative protein 

sources, and were encouraged to help reduce food waste and received prompts to help with food waste 

recovery. Changes in eating practices were observed across the different households. What practice(s) 

was/were changed varied per household.  

The changes observed and the resulted food waste reduction was explained as the result of the 

introduction of a combination of different materials and information techniques which connected new 

meanings and materials to the eating practices. Furthermore, the “doing” in combination with the direct 

feedback of new meaning and ability to use in the form of emissions related to the “doing” was especially 

effective in creating desirable practices. This resulted in households adapting new more sustainable eating 

practices that were suited for their specific situation, which then resulted in a reduction of food waste. Food 

waste was thus not directly targeted for reduction but a reduction in food waste resulted from the disruptions 

of connections, elements and practices and the creation of new ones.  

 

 

5.1.6 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Introduction 

The “Reduce Food Waste Save Money” (RFWSM) intervention was conducted as a Ph.D. study in 

Canada, Ontario in 2017. The main aims of this intervention were to test the bridging of two different 

theoretical approaches into one intervention model and to better understand food waste behavior. The 

intervention was based on the TPB to motivate rational behavior and on nudging to motivate irrational 

behavior. The main motivators used in the intervention to reduce food waste was the desire to save money 

and the activation of moral values i.e. civic concerns. These motivators were based on previous research. 

The intervention was thus based on nudging the need to save money via food waste reduction and building 

up household PBC by providing information about food waste reduction techniques and benefits to 

households in order to increase their food literacy. The intervention used an extended version of the TPB 

(See Figure 5). This version contained a number of attitudes related to wasting behavior found in the 

literature, such as personal attitude, defined as what one considers a good home keeper to be; financial 

attitude, how one perceives financial attributes; environmental attitude; and lastly, perceived health risk. 

Additionally, three variables that have a direct influence on intention were added, including personal norms, 

good provider identity i.e. if you consider yourself a good reputable “guardian”, and household planning 

habits. This extended version of the TPB was used, since it supported the goal of the intervention and study. 

It was created by independent work of Ajzen (1991) and Visschers et al (2016). The intervention resulted 

in a 31% decrease of avoidable and unavoidable food waste.  
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Fig. 5. Extended Theory of Planned Behavior Model (van der Werf et al., 2018, p. 115) 

5.1.7 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Underlying method 
 

The main data gathering methods used in this intervention were literature reviews and surveys. The 

food waste was measured by the average amount of garbage set out at the garbage collection place by the 

intervention household compared to a control household before and after the intervention.  

 

5.1.8 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Intervention creation process 
 

The intervention was created based on previous research about motivators of food waste reduction 

intentions and behaviors. Thus, via conducting a literature review. In addition, van der Werf conducted a 

survey of by themselves to recruit households and further examine the motivations and intentions for food 

waste reduction. The motivators found were financial and moral values.  

The survey was based on the theoretical framework of the TPB. Questions about previously validated 

household food waste surveys were added. The data collected by the survey included: 

 

• Socio-demographical information 

• Backyard composting frequency  

o This was used as estimation of pro-environmental behavior 

• The most common reasons of food waste creation and disposal  

o This was determined for six different food types.  

• Ranking of the three possible food waste reduction motivators  

o Money saving  

o Reducing environmental impact (e.g. climate change) 

o Reducing social impact (e.g. hunger) 

 

See Figure 6 below on page 21 for a visual overview of the creation process of the intervention as is also 

described above. 
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Fig. 6. Overview of creation process of the intervention 

5.1.9 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Change techniques  
 

Concrete advice was given on how to reduce food waste. The advice concerned food planning, 

efficiently purchasing, storage and preparation, leftover usage, and reduction of eventual food waste. All 

the randomly selected participants near a waste collection center received a package that included a “Reduce 

Food Waste, Save Money” postcard (see Figure 7), a fridge magnet version of the postcard, tools to reduce 

food waste including an explanation letter, freezer stickers, and lastly a grocery list pad. On all the items the 

website of the intervention was visible. On the website participants could find more information and tips 

about food waste reduction. Additional tips were also given on the fridge magnets and postcard. The package 

that contained the intervention materials was designed in such a way that it could also be used as a 4-litre 

container to preserve food longer. The intervention had a duration of two weeks and treatment households 

received five emails during the time of the intervention. These emails aimed to reinforce the message that 

reducing food waste can save money, reintroduce food waste reduction tips presented in the intervention 

package, and promote visiting the website. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Postcard contained in the Reduce Food Waste Save Money package 
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5.1.10 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Change promotion: creation, 
process and effect explanation  
 

The intervention promoted change by (a) nudging food waste reduction via the benefits of saving 

money, and (b) creating an increase of PBC via increasing food literacy. To increase food literacy, locally-

derived municipal information about how much food waste on average per household was produced and 

the value of that food expressed in money on average was provided. In addition, information about the 

environmental and social impact of food wasting was provided to enhance awareness about the impacts of 

food wasting. This was expected to have positive influence on the creation of attitudes rejecting food waste. 

One can say that this sequence represents a linear-causal process leading to food waste reduction behavior. 

The effects observed as a result of the intervention are explained by the working of different 

determinants. The significant increase in personal attitudes9 did correlate significantly to the amount of 

food waste reduction. An increase in PBC also resulted in less food being wasted in the treatment 

households. Furthermore, the amount of people in a household and if the garbage was visibly set outside 

the house had an effect on the amount of food waste. The larger the number of people in a household the 

greater the reduction in the amount of food waste. This ‘correlation’ is thought to be related to social norms 

(SN), where having plenty of garbage outside is not the most desirable 

 

5.1.11 Differences between interventions: HomeLabs and Reduce Food 
Waste Save Money 
 

In table 4 a summarized overview of the described differences per analytical criterion per 

intervention are provided. In the right column the interventions are given and their theoretical framework. 

Then in the rows a summary of “how” each intervention addresses each analytical criterion is provided.  
 

Table. 4. Differences between interventions HomeLabs and Reduce Food Waste Save Money  

                                                      
9 Explained by van der Werf et al (2018) as being the good provider, thus taking care adequately of your household 

according to your own perception.  

    Intervention Underlying method  Intervention creation 

process 

Change techniques Change promotion: 

creation, process and 

effect explanation  
HomeLabs 

(SPT) 

Interviews, backcasting, 

observations of household 

eating practices, social 

media and literature 

information about 

practices found in the 

given context were used.  

The intervention was 

created by using multi-

stakeholder backcasting, 

transition planning, 

observations of relevant 

practices and literature 

review information of 

relevant practices. 

A combination of 

meaning creation and 

material prompts parallel 

to competence 

development of different 

eating practices to create 

new connections between 

“elements and practices” 

and practices was used.  

The change process 

included disruptions of 

undesirable eating 

practices and the creation 

of desirable eating 

practices.   Change was 

created via the creation of 

new connection between 

practices and elements by 

the participants. “doing” 

in combination with direct 

feedback of meaning and 

ability to change practice 

was considered effective. 

Reduce Food 

Waste Save 

Money (TPB 

and Nudging)  

Information about wasting 

behavior and motivators 

from the literature and 

survey were used to create 

the intervention. 

 

 

 

  

The intervention was 

created based on previous 

research about motivators 

of food waste reduction 

intentions and behaviors. 

On top of that, an own 

survey was conducted to 

recruit households and 

further examine the 

motivations and intentions 

for food waste reduction. 

A combination of 

increasing food literacy 

and skills, with tips and 

information, plus 

motivators in the form of 

financial incentive and 

moral value activation as 

well as materials aiding 

to decrease food waste 

were provided. 

The intervention promoted 

change by nudging food 

waste reduction via the 

financial benefits and 

create an increase of PBC 

via increasing food 

literacy. The effect seen 

was explained as a linear-

causal matter; changing 

PBC, personal attitudes 

and SN changed behavior.  
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5.2 Research question two: Correct use of theoretical framework 
 

For answering the second research question “To what extent is the theoretical concept of each 

theory applied in the design of household food waste reduction intervention explicitly based on either 

Theory of Planned Behavior or Social Practice Theory?” each intervention was compared to the presumed 

appropriate design per theory described in the methodology in Table 3. Firstly, HomeLabs was compared 

to the presumed appropriate design of an intervention based on a SPT theoretical framework. Next, RFWSM 

was compared to the presumed appropriate design of an intervention based on a TPB theoretical framework. 

 

5.2.1 HomeLabs: Underlying method  
 

The presumed appropriate design was already explained in Table 3 above: “Context relevant 

literature reviews, ethnographic observations, interviews focusing on mapping out the practices, elements 

and interconnection of the target practice, adjacent practices and elements are used to create the intervention 

and explain the results”. The HomeLabs methodology included context relevant literature review, 

ethnographic observations and interviews to collect data to map out the eating practices that were 

considered to be most environmentally polluting. Additionally, HomeLabs used social media as a data 

collection platform.  

 

5.2.2 HomeLabs: Intervention creation process 
 

The presumed appropriate design was already explained in Table 3 above: “The intervention 

creation process includes the whole system related to the practice, meaning that (all) the stakeholders 

involved in the system are included in the creation of the intervention. Additionally, context specific 

relevant data about the practice is used in the creation of disturbances. This makes that the intervention is 

designed for a specific context”. The HomeLabs intervention included the whole system related to the 

eating practice. Conscious efforts were made to include stakeholders at all levels of the food supply, food 

use and food disposal system to create the intervention. Relevant data about practices in the given context 

was consulted to create the intervention. 

  

5.2.3 HomeLabs: Change techniques  
 

The presumed correct design was already explained in Table 3 above: “Techniques that focus on 

the disruption of undesirable practices and facilitation for creation of desirable practices by participants. 

Primarily this focuses on the connections between the elements that need to be broken by introducing, 

disturbing materials, meaning and competences”. The HomeLabs intervention applied different techniques 

to disturb existing connections, elements and practices and introduced new materials, meaning and 

competences to the different households to facilitate practice creation. Examples of disturbing techniques 

were: Direct information about how much impact a certain practice had on the amount of CO2 emissions, 

introduction of an indoor composing device, holding a cooking class, and providing an organic vegetable 

box, vegetarian protein replacements for meat and portion control tools.  

 

5.2.4 HomeLabs: Change promotion: creation, process and effect 
explanation  
 

The presumed appropriate design was already explained in Table 3 above: “Change emerges via 

promoting the process of breaking down and creating of connections between elements, practices, or 

elements and practices. This results in the creation of desirable elements, and the destruction of undesirable 

elements and practices by the participants.” The HomeLabs intervention was created to promote change 

via the disruption of undesirable (conventional) connection and the creation of desirable connections, 

elements and practices. It depended per household what kind of change in practices came to be. The change 

emerged from the facilitation of disruption and creation. The HomeLabs’ explanation for the change was 

the result of the introduction of a combination of different tools and information which connected new 
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meaning and materials to the eating practices. Additionally, having simultaneous feedback about the 

environmental impact while preforming the practice was seen as a reason for the change in practices. 

 

5.2.5 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Underlying method  
 

The presumed appropriate design was already explained in Table 3 above: “Surveys and 

Questionnaires focusing on the psychological constructs and behavioral aspects related to actual control of 

the target behavior are used to create the intervention and explain the results.” The RFWSM intervention 

used surveys and information about food waste reduction motivators and behaviors from the literature.  
 

5.2.6 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Intervention creation process 
 

The presumed appropriate design was already explained in Table 3 above: “The intervention is 

created on the basis of the information acquired from the survey(s) and literature reviews of previous studies 

related to the target behavior. This leads to more homogenic designs of interventions, which was not 

contextualized.” The RFWSM intervention was created by using previous research about motivators of food 

waste reduction intentions and behaviors. Additionally, an own survey was conducted to recruit households 

and further examine the motivations and intentions for food waste reduction. 

 

5.2.7 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Change techniques  
 

The presumed appropriate design was already explained in Table 3 above: “Behavior change 

techniques focusing on reduction of barriers and promotion of the importance of the relevance of the target 

behavior for the individual are considered.” Food waste behavior was targeted in the RFWSM intervention. 

The importance of the relevance of behavior reducing food waste was promoted by showing both the 

personal financial and environmental impacts of food wasting. Barriers were reduced by the providing of 

tips on different aspects related to food wasting behavior as well as materials that increased food literacy 

and allowed for easier food waste reduction implications in the household. 

 

5.2.8 Reduce Food Waste Save Money: Change promotion: creation, 
process and effect explanation  
 

The presumed appropriate design was already explained in Table 3 above: “The behavior change 

assumption is a linear-causal promoting process of (volitional) behavior change of an individual via the 

creation of positive beliefs, attitudes, PBC, social normative acceptability and elimination of (actual) 

barriers of the desired target behavior.” The intervention promoted change by nudging food waste reduction 

via the benefits of saving money and create an increase of PBC via increasing food literacy. This would 

then lead to food waste reduction behavior in a linear-causal process. Barriers were reduced by the supply 

of tips and materials. The reduction of food waste was explained by the increase in personal attitudes, PBC 

and SN.  

   

5.3. Research question three: Explained through the lens of the 
other  
 

The third research question was: “Could a household food waste reduction intervention explicitly 

based on either the Theory of Planned Behavior or Social Practice Theory also result in the same design 

when explained through the lens of the counterpart’s theoretical framework?” To answer this research 

question, a thought experiment was performed: the characteristics of each intervention were exchanged 

with each other per analytical criteria step. Thus, the characteristics of analytical criteria of the SPT was 

used to analyze the intervention based on the TPB and vice versa.  
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5.3.1. Underlying method 
 

The HomeLabs intervention design is based on an SPT theoretical approach.  This intervention 

combined a literature review and a qualitative methodological approach to gather the data needed to build 

the intervention and determine the change effect of the intervention. In contrast, the RFWSM intervention 

design is based on an TPB combined with nudging approach. This intervention combines a literature 

review and a quantitative methodological approach to gather the data needed to build the intervention and 

determine the change effect of the intervention.  

The building of the HomeLabs intervention could not have been done by conducting the survey 

questionnaires with individual respondents, since the precise practices included in the eating practices, their 

elements and the interconnections would not have been detected. It would be almost impossible to imagine 

all possible practices involved in eating behavior without doing actual observations and interviews. 

Additionally, the HomeLabs intervention was context-specific and thus did not use motivators found in the 

literature. The HomeLabs did use literature reviews, but only to further inform on practices that could be 

related to the target group in the intervention. This was then also checked and further elaborated via 

observations and interviews.  

The RFWSM intervention design included surveys and a literature review to understand the 

psychological constructs, motivators and behaviors of food wasting behavior. An SPT approach could have 

been applied here to deduct that information. Interviews about people’s motivations, and psychological 

constructs could possibly have been conducted. Behaviors involved in food wasting could have been 

observed. This would however have implied a greater amount of time and resources involved in collecting 

this data, since sending out a survey was less resource demanding and time constrain as compared to visiting 

households and observing their actual behavior. See Figure 8 for a visual overview of the overlap in 

underlying method between the two theories. 

 
Fig. 8. Visual overview the overlap of the underlying methods. 

Figure 10 shows that the SPT is more inclusive since it can encompass a TPB underlying method. 

This is visualized by creating a larger circle for the SPT compared to the TPB. 

 

5.3.2. Intervention creation process 
 
 The intervention creation process of HomeLabs involved the whole food supply system and used 

the backcasting technique to create a common envisioned future with (all) stakeholders at different levels 

of the food supply system. This resulted in a plan about how to achieve the jointly envisioned future and 

concrete actions about what would need to be done at the household level. The intervention included tools 

and materials from different stakeholders of the system, both public and private, to create the practice change 

techniques. The RFWSM intervention was created from information about psychological constructs and 

behaviors influencing food wasting behavior, obtained from the survey and the literature review. It did not 

specifically include the whole system and multiple stakeholders to create the intervention.  

Both the HomeLabs and the RFWSM intervention used an intervention toolkit including tips, 

materials and information about how to reduce food waste and about the benefits of reducing food waste. 

However, how this toolkit was distributed in the RFWSM intervention was not specified. The HomeLabs 

intervention creation process deliberately involved different stakeholders of the system and created the 

toolkit in collaboration with the different stakeholders to achieve the common envisioned future.  

From the foregoing paragraphs it can be observed that the two interventions show a distinct 

difference in the way their participants (target group) became and were involved. Therefore, it can be 
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concluded that an intervention based on an SPT approach cannot be designed and operationalized based on 

an TPB approach and vice versa. Both intervention designs were intimately ‘wedded’ to their theoretical 

frameworks, and therefore are unique. See Figure 9 for a visual overview.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Visual overview of the overlap of the intervention creation processes. 

Figure 9 shows that the SPT and TPB are absolutely different concerning this analytical criterion 

step, since the SPT and TPB intervention creation process cannot result in a similar design, because of the 

systemic focus of the SPT.   

 

5.3.3. Change techniques  
 

The RFWSM intervention focused specifically on food waste reduction behavior. Food waste 

reduction was motivated by showing the amount of money that can be saved and the environmental impact 

of food waste. This was also visible in the intervention’s main message “Reduce Food Waste Save Money”. 

The change techniques were based on increasing PBC by increasing food literacy and nudging people into 

reducing food by showing the financial benefits. Furthermore, materials to help and remind the participants 

to reduce their food waste were supplied. These were mostly reminders and information about the different 

behaviors included in food wasting. The information and tips focused on planning, efficiently purchasing, 

storage and preparation, leftover usage, and reduction of eventual food waste. One item also included an 

actual performance aspect, namely the grocery list pad.  

The HomeLabs focused on disrupting conventional eating practices and thus not specifically on the 

“food waste reduction practice”. The intervention created a direct “doing” aspect in collecting and 

differentiating food waste created by the households, during the duration of three days. Furthermore, the 

whole intervention supplied materials that could be directly used. For example, the indoors food waste 

composter or the fridge storage boxes. This supply of materials was combined with information and tips 

about food wasting and food waste reduction.  

Both interventions included materials and tips focusing on different “behaviors” and “practices” 

influencing food wasting behavior. However, the RFWSM intervention has an intervention design mostly 

focusing on information supply. While the HomeLabs intervention design included more direct “doing” in 

combination with information supply. The intervention techniques used are only similar when considering 

the information supplied. Therefore, the change techniques of an intervention based on the TPB cannot 

accommodate the techniques resulting from the SPT approach, which is a more holistic approach including 

multiple elements, not just focusing on information. This means that an intervention based on a TPB design 

would not be able to sufficiently disturb existing practices, elements and connections, since it is only 

focusing on competences. In order to be sufficiently ‘disturbing’, ‘meaning’ and ‘material’ needed to be 

equally strongly addressed as well. However, an intervention based on an SPT design did include aspects 

that can explain an intervention based on an TPB design, since an intervention based on an SPT design 

includes reduction of barriers by giving actual control, such as tips and information about the effect of the 

undesirable “behavior” to “motivate” change. The main difference was that an intervention based on an 

SPT design did not focus on presenting main motivators to perform the desired behavior. In contrast, that 

was an eminent aspect of the change technique used in the RFWSM intervention. See Figure 10 for a visual 

overview of the overlap of the change techniques.  
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Fig. 10. Visual overview of the overlap of the change techniques. 

Figure 10 shows that the SPT is more inclusive since it can encompass a TPB change techniques. 

This is visualized by creating a larger circle for the SPT compared to the TPB. 

 

5.3.4. Change promotion: creation, process and effect explanation  
 

 The RFWSM intervention explicitly promoted waste reduction behavior change by the creation of 

motivators and an increase in PBC to increase intention and then behavior. The effect found was explained 

as an increase in PBC, personal attitudes and SN. The HomeLabs intervention did not specifically focus on 

waste reduction. Rather, the focus was on disrupting conventional eating practices. Waste reduction was an 

effect that came from the change in eating practices. However, what changes in practices occurred varied 

per household; therefore, no linear-causal process led to the reduction in waste in the HomeLabs 

intervention. The RFWSM intervention explained the effect of their intervention to be linear, by the 

influencing of attitude, PBC and SN through motivators, information and nudging the unconscious triggers. 

Because the main data collection method was a survey, it was difficult to say if the actual process that 

created the effect was causal-linear; it could also be systemic. Consider for example that the grocery list pad 

was used before the information and tips were read. In this way a change in behavior could have occurred 

before cognition. The process and creation of change promotion of the RFWSM intervention could thus 

potentially be explained by a SPT intervention design approach. See Figure 11 for a visual overview of the 

overlap of the change promotion: creation, process and explanation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Visual overview of the overlap of the change promotion: creation, process and explanation 

 Figure 11 shows that the SPT is more inclusive since it can encompass a TPB change promotion: 

creation, process and effect explanation. This is visualized by creating a larger circle for the SPT 

compared to the TPB. 
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6. Discussion  

 
 In this chapter the discussion is presented. The discussion is divided based on the analytical 

criteria steps visible in an intervention regardless of the theoretical framework used. Per criterion step the 

implications for design of an intervention for each theoretical framework are discussed. Lastly, possible 

suggestions to create more effective food waste reduction intervention designs are proposed based on the 

discussed differences and similarities.  

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

This explorative thesis based on an analytical review of the literature shows that the abstract differences 

between the two theories do translate into noticeable differences in the design of food waste reduction 

interventions. Here, the different analytical criteria, the results and possible more effective ways of 

implementation in an intervention will be further discussed starting with the underlying method. 

  

6.1.1 Underlying method 
 

 The RFWSM intervention was based on a combination of the TPB and nudging. This intervention 

focused mostly on the provision of information about the impact of food waste and concrete tips how to 

reduce food waste in the household. The intervention resulted in a decrease of 31% of food waste. 

Nevertheless, the duration of the intervention was only two weeks. In such a short time it is easier to “fake” 

behavior. Additionally, it could be that the treatment households consciously tried to appear as responsible 

citizens, since they had to display their food waste outside their home, in the eye of the neighborhood, for 

the researchers to be able to collect and weigh it. Moreover, social norms and thus the perceived 

acceptability of food waste was also found to have a significant effect on the amount of food wasted. 

Therefore, it is not clear whether the displaying of food waste outside had a greater effect on the amount of 

food waste than the provided information and tips. Also, the activation of an increase in personal attitudes 

of being a good caretaker could be influenced by the displaying of food waste outside, since you might seem 

like an insufficient caretaker if you waste a lot of food. Nevertheless, an increase in PBC also had an 

influence on the reduction in the amount of food waste, while the tips and information might indeed have 

resulted into the increase in PBC.  

The authors of the RFWSM intervention explain the relation of change to be linear-causal and elaborate 

on the most important significant contributing factors. However, upon further inspection, many different 

explanations could be advanced about how and why the intervention resulted into food waste reduction. The 

unclarity about how the different materials, actions and information’s influenced behavior points to the 

differences between the an SPT-based and TBP-based intervention. An SPT approach focuses on 

understanding the mechanisms while an TPB approach focuses on finding significant constructs. 

Additionally, this difference in focus supports the critique also put forward by Smith (1999) explaining that 

the quantitative approach of the TPB limits the explain ability of what mechanism actually led to the change 

in the psychological constructs and in what direction the process of change occurred. The HomeLabs 

intervention was based on the SPT theoretical framework. Through observation and the interviews, the 

differences in change between the households were made visible and explained in relation to the household’s 

specific context, materials, information and tips provided. In this way the effectiveness per change technique 

was evaluated and specific modifications could be made to create better and more effective change 

techniques or to emphasize what change technique was particularly powerful in all households for future 

interventions. However, an SPT methodological approach has a limitation in its scalability and financial 

feasibility, as was also pointed out by the designers of the HomeLabs intervention (Devaney & Davies, 

2017). Therefore, a combination of both methodological approaches might be advisable. It would be a 

possibility to start, for example, by dividing the target households into specific segments via a questionnaire 

and then mapping the specific practices/behaviors via interviews and observations of the relevant segment 

of the population. The collected data can then be used to create segment specific interventions, which 

probably have some overlap. However, it should be pointed out that this mixed-method approach would 

possibly create additional costs, and difficulties concerning the consent of the households, in comparison to 

a method purely based on surveys. 
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6.1.2 Intervention creation process 
 

Besides methodological differences between the two theoretical approaches, the creation process also 

postulates a difference in the emphasis that is placed on including the system in the intervention creation 

process. In the creation of the intervention the HomeLabs intervention focused on including the whole food 

supply chain system. They used backcasting and transition planning to create a common envisioned future 

and the steps at different levels to be taken to achieve that future. The change techniques included materials, 

information and tips from different stakeholders, both private and public, in the food supply chain system. 

The households, being one of the stakeholders, were actively involved in the creation of the intervention. 

This matches with the expectations, since the SPT explicitly puts extra emphasis on actively involving the 

whole system and creating the intervention in collaboration with the once who are being ‘intervened’. In 

contrast, the RFWSM intervention did not actively include the system in the creation of the intervention. 

This could have resulted in a difference in engagement of the participants in the intervention in finding ways 

to reduce their own food waste. Engagement leads to more active involvement and this could lead to more 

creativity in finding solutions, a deeper processing of information and a more long-term effect of change. 

Albrechts (2005) explains that collective planning for a common envisioned future can create open-

mindedness and new ways of seeing possibilities; it enhances a creative thinking process. He further 

explains that it creates a greater sense of responsibility in the participants, since it allows the participants to 

see concretely how they can contribute to this envisioned future.  

By including the system as a whole, a broader change is more likely to happen. For example, companies 

supplying indoors composters would receive visibility and their effect on the environment would be 

emphasized. Additionally, the company would learn what aspects of their device would not be functional 

They could therefore use the intervention as a market research tool. This would potentially allow for more 

adequate sustainable innovation being created, because of the more direct feedback loop between household 

and company providing a sustainable food practice solution. Shove (2010) explains that the SPT’s more 

holistic approach of considering the whole system is likely to promote broader change at different levels of 

society. She further explains that by involving the system instead of only the individual in the change process 

responsibility is more equally distributed. It would prevent Governments from abandoning their 

responsibility while placing it on the shoulders of the individual. She suggests that this ‘irresponsible’ 

behavior could occur on the basis of the theory of individual change as the only model of behavior change, 

which assumes that individuals are partially rational. Nevertheless, it is still unclear what the “whole 

system” is. Therefore, it might be useful to create some definition of system boundaries per intervention, 

when designing an intervention based on the SPT. Creating system boundaries would allow for easier 

replication and understanding of what the scale is of involvement of the system in a particular intervention. 

Evens (2014) also advises to develop a more adequate understanding of the different actors involved in the 

food system at the consumer and retailers’ level. Recognizing how these different actors shape eating 

practices and define food waste helps with the creation of new practices and systems better equipped to 

reduce food waste. However, the active involvement of different layers of the system also creates extra cost 

as explained by the designers of the HomeLabs (Devaney & Davies, 2017). However, it could be argued 

that the involvement and collaborative creation of the intervention could lead to lower cost, since 

stakeholders create a common envisioned future and thus they might deliver information and materials with 

lower cost in comparison to when they would not have been involved.  

 

6.1.3 Change techniques  
 

In both interventions the change techniques were focused on the creation of incentives, the facilitation 

of abilities, and the reduction of barriers to change. The HomeLabs explained this in terms of disrupting 

conventional eating practices, elements and connections and the creation of desirable sustainable eating 

practices, elements and connections. The HomeLabs created incentives and disruption by showing 

participants the environmental impact of their eating practices in combination with direct ability to visibly 

mitigate this impact. The introduction of new materials and skills in the forms of tips and a cooking lesson 

also helped with disrupting conventional ‘wasteful’ eating practices. This also created reduced barriers for 

the participants to create new sustainable practices. The RFWSM intervention created motivation by 

nudging the amount of money that could be saved reducing food waste. To reduce barriers, tips and 

information were given to the households. The greatest difference between the RFWSM intervention and 

HomeLabs is that HomeLabs focuses more on the combination of information and direct application in the 
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form of “doing”. RFWSM intervention leaves the “doing” to the participants themselves and does not create 

direct combination with information and simultaneous doing leading to seeing the impacts of your behavior. 

The RFWSM intervention does therefore not disrupt the, so called, routines and habits behind food wasting. 

Tiggelaar (2010) explains in his book referring to extensive psychological behavior change research, that 

behavior and change are greatly determined by the “doing”. As he explains, information alone does not 

necessarily lead to “doing”. Therefore, the HomeLabs emphasis on “doing” is a strength of this intervention 

approach in comparison to the information-only focus of the RFWSM intervention.  

 

6.1.4 Change promotion: creation, process and effect explanation  
 

As already briefly mentioned, the RFWSM intervention explained the created change as a linear-causal 

process. Through the use of motivators, information and tips a change occurred in the attitudes, PBC and 

perceived social norms of the individuals, which led to an increase in intention and eventual behavioral 

expression. However, this linear-causal chain explanation can be critiqued, as also already mentioned 

earlier, in the underlying methodology part of the discussion section. The HomeLabs explained the occurred 

change as the effect of the disruption of undesirable practices and facilitation of new meanings, materials 

and competences to encourage the creation of new elements, practices and connections by the participants 

in the HomeLabs. The change emerged from the intervention, and therefore the precise change happening 

depended on the household. The HomeLabs also explained that the reduced food waste was an effect of the 

disruption of ‘old’ and the creation of ‘new’ eating practices. This also falls in line with Evans (2012). He 

explains that food waste occurs because of an immediate result of household practices. Thus, the HomeLabs 

intervention did not specifically target food waste reduction but the RFWSM intervention purposefully did.  

 

6.1.5 Remaining remarks  
 

With respect to question three, “Could a household food waste reduction intervention explicitly based 

on either the Theory of Planned Behavior or Social Practice Theory also result in the same design when 

explained through the lens of the counterpart’s theoretical framework?” the foregoing sections show that 

the two theoretical approaches do lead to different designs. However, the SPT theoretical base of the 

HomeLabs intervention could partly have resulted in the same intervention design as the RFWSM 

intervention. In contrast, the TPB and nudging theoretical framework of the RFWSM intervention could 

not have resulted in the HomeLabs intervention design. However, some parts of the methodological 

approach and change techniques of the HomeLabs could have resulted in a similar design on those aspects 

as the RFWSM intervention. This emphasizes the differences in design and the greater inclusiveness of the 

an SPT design, since it can encompass an TPB intervention design.  

Both the RFWSM and HomeLabs interventions have led to food waste reduction. But no inference can 

be made about whether one intervention is more effective than the other one. Moreover, the context and 

general set up of the two interventions is too different, and therefore the reduction could be explained in 

many ways. To actually determine which intervention approach might be more effective in food waste 

reduction, a comparative experiment would need to be conducted. This would mean that both an intervention 

based on an TPB and SPT would be created in the same city and under the same condition and the results 

would be compared. This would create a more valid explanation of which approach would actually be more 

effective. Finding out which theoretical framework is more effective or how to best merge them is important, 

considering the current climate crisis and the great impact of food waste on the climate and environment. A 

comparative study could also be used to see how the two theoretical frameworks complement each other, 

since the contexts would be more comparable and thus actual differences could be discovered. 

Unfortunately, doing a comparative study would require plenty resources and therefore might not be 

realistic.  

 Considering the complexity of food waste and the embeddedness of eating within many different 

aspects of our lives one could speculate that, the SPT might put forward a more appropriate design for a 

food waste reduction intervention. Reynolds et al (2019) explain in their literature review of food waste 

reduction interventions that interventions based on a SPT theoretical framework seem to reduce more food 

in comparison to the interventions based on linear-causal models - most often based on the TPB. However, 

as Kurz et al (2015) point out in their literature review of the SPT, in comparison to the more conventional 

pro-environmental behavior change approaches, many change techniques used in the interventions based 

on the SPT are known mechanisms in the behavior change theory. Nevertheless, the SPT combines these 
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known techniques more “holistically”. And this is a strength of interventions based on the SPT compared 

to the TPB. Furthermore, the emphasis on the system when promoting change is also considered to be a 

strength of the SPT, according to Kurz et al (2015).  

Additionally, this thesis finds that the emphasis of the “doing” could be another merit that is more 

related to an intervention based on an SPT theoretical framework. The SPT’s unit of analysis is the 

“practice” and not the individual’s cognitions. This difference in focus seems to have an effect on the 

emphasis of “doing” compared to information provision alone. One could argue that having a theoretical 

framework that focuses on cognitions would more easily lead an intervention design into becoming 

information heavy in comparison to having a theoretical framework that combines information, 

competences, materials and meaning.  

Creating food waste reduction interventions based on a SPT theoretical framework are costly. As 

also expressed by Devaney and Davies (2017), they require more intense interaction with the participants 

of the intervention and stakeholders in the system. Therefore, SPT intervention design is less feasible in 

comparison to the more information heavy behavior change interventions that may cost less.  

Additionally, before larger scale food waste reduction interventions are created a clearer definition 

of a practice would need to be formulated. At the moment, many different definitions of a practice exist 

(Shove et al., 2012; Reckwitz, 2002). Reckwitz (2002) and Shove et al (2012) seem to be the most 

commonly used definitions of a practice in the food waste reduction interventions based on an SPT 

theoretical framework (Reynolds et al., 2019). However, no explicit agreement exists about the definition 

of a practice. Also, Shove et al (2012) explain that the definition of “meaning” is still contested and no 

mutual agreement has been reached. This definitional uncertainty may create a problem for systematically 

creating and evaluating the effectiveness of household food waste reduction interventions based on an SPT 

theoretical framework, since comparison is more difficult when the definition of the unit under analysis is 

under discussion.  

Climate change is probably the greatest long-term challenge facing the human race” (Blair 2006: 

4). Household food waste is a great contributor to climate change and therefore it is eminent to reduce 

household food waste in developed countries. Interventions based on the SPT theoretical framework seem 

to be promising in creating effective food waste reduction. The examination of the two interventions 

suggests that combining the SPT methodological approach with the TPB could be a good way to reduce 

resource use, i.e. times, money etc. Additionally, a food waste reduction intervention could potentially be 

more effective if it would apply more change techniques developed by the more conventional behavior 

change theories. As Kurz et al (2015) explained, many techniques are known. Perhaps the SPT does not 

yet use all change techniques most effectively and the knowledge acquired over many years about change 

techniques by the more behavioral oriented interventions could thus be beneficial. However, an intervention 

based on an SPT theoretical framework, most importantly, emphasizes the importance of actual doing and 

the involvement of the whole system in the change and this could be a promising method to create actual 

control and more shared responsibility between business, government and the household in policy making. 
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7. Conclusions  

This thesis explored whether the abstract theoretical differences between the SPT and TPB are also 

visible in the design of actual household food waste reduction interventions. Additionally, the thesis 

attempted to highlight the differences of both theoretical approaches when designed into an intervention. 

By doing so, it hopes to contribute to the development of more effective food waste reduction interventions 

tackling the household food waste problem in developed countries.  

The analysis suggests that the abstract differences between the SPT and TPB expressed by their 

authors are also visible in the design of an intervention based on either theory. The greatest differences 

between the design of the two theoretical frameworks were: 

 

• The system involvement in the creation of the intervention. 

• The balance between the providing of information and incentivization of simultaneous 

actual “doing” considering the change techniques. 

• The way in which the change process was explained and created.  

• The focus if the target behavior or practices for change. 

• The difference in methodological approaches especially the focus on understanding the 

mechanisms leading to behavior or practice. 

 

 Summarized, the greatest differences between the two designs are the emphasis of the SPT on 

including ‘the system’ in the creation and execution of the intervention and the emphasis on actual 

“doing” in combination with information providing. In contrast, the TPB intervention design is more 

focused on information providing and not so much on actual “doing”; it does not explicitly include the 

stakeholders of the target system.  

In the two cases that were examined, it appeared that the interventions were both designed in line 

with their theoretical framework. This led then to the conclusion that a household food waste intervention 

design can only partially be explained through the lens of its associated counterpart theory. It is not 

excluded that the SPT underlying method can result in the same conclusions as the underlying method of 

the TPB. However, vice versa does not work. The intervention creation processes of both theoretical 

frameworks are too different and cannot result in the same design. When considering the role of 

information provision, the change techniques are quite similar, though Nevertheless, the SPT includes a 

wider range of change techniques including actual “doing” than TPB. Additionally, the SPT-based 

intervention could explain the creation, process and effect explanation of a TPB theoretical framework. 

The creation, process and effect explanation of the intervention based on a TPB theoretical framework 

was considered to be linear and causal by the authors of the RFWSM intervention. However, as also 

discussed in the results and discussion, it is not certain if the intervention based on the TPB theoretical 

framework led to a linear-causal process of change, since no change mechanisms were observed. 

Furthermore, it was suggested that a merge between the two theories could be considered to create more 

effective food waste reduction interventions. Last but not least, the emphasis of an SPT design on actual 

doing and the holistic approach suggest that an SPT theoretical framework might be more equipped for 

food waste reduction intervention designs.  

8. Limitations 

The duration of this thesis project was only 10 weeks and therefore the literature reviews and 

conceptual comparison conducted are potentially lacking insights that would have been discovered if more 

time would have been available. Only two interventions were compared; they do not give a sufficiently 

comprehensive view of the general design of an intervention related to the two theories considered. The 

results are therefore not generalizable. Also, many different definitions of practice exist. In this thesis Shove 

et al (2012)’s definition of a practice was used. Applying another definition of practice resulted in a different 

outcome, especially with respect to research question two. Lastly, one can decide on many different types 

of analytical criteria when dividing an intervention in steps. This, of course, can also influence the results.  

9. Recommendations for future research     

In this thesis two case studies of interventions based on different theoretical frameworks were 

compared to each other. For future research it would be interesting to compare an intervention based on the 

SPT to the proven effective food waste reduction intervention. Additionally, an actually experimental setting 
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for testing the effectiveness between the differences in design between the SPT and TPB would be beneficial 

in determining what theory is more effective and in which respect. Lastly, investigating how the theories 

could be merged, especially in terms of their methodologies and change techniques, would potentially be 

beneficial in creating more effective food waste reduction interventions.  
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Appendix  

 

Intervention  HomeLabs RFWSM 

Source Devaney & Davies, 2017 Van der Werf et al., 2018 

Country Ireland, Dublin Canada, Ontario 

Recentness Intervention year 2017  Intervention year 2017 

Design is 

behavior or 

practice based 

The design of this intervention 

was consciously SPT based  

The design of this intervention 

was consciously TPB combined 

with nudging  

Measurement 

change effect 
Change effects were consciously 

measured with interviews, 

observations and social media  

Change effects were consciously 

measured with questionnaires 

Explanation 

change process 

Explanations for change were 

interpreted via the measurement 

methodology  

Explanations for change were 

interpreted via the measurement 

methodology  

Food waste 

reduction effect 

This was measure via the 

weighing of the waste before and 

after the intervention  

This was measure via the 

weighing of the waste before and 

after the intervention  

Practice/behavior 

change effect 

This was observed and deducted 

from interviews  

This was measured via the 

questionnaires  

 Appendix. 1. Selected interventions  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


